The creation of an active learning context for a Chinese class

1. Introduction
This paper presents how the implementation of coteaching promotes an active learning environment in a beginners’ Chinese classroom. Research has examined ways in which students are encouraged to take active participation in learning (Stern 1997; Mabrouk 2007; Clarke 2008). As Mabrouk (2007, p.2) states, active learning ‘generally refers to those teaching techniques that actively engage students in the classroom’. According to her, active learning allows students to work either independently or in small groups, in small and large classes, at all levels. As to be reviewed in 2.1, coteaching covers a range of learning contexts. However, existing research has not extensively focused on a learning context in which students learn Chinese by participating in student-led coteaching in turn. The current study attempts to address this gap by attesting the possibility for students to drive their own learning in this specific learning context. The authors aim to explore the impact of the implementation of coteaching on students’ learning process in terms of the following research questions: 1) Can coteaching encourage students to take responsibility for their own learning and the learning of others? 2) Can coteaching help students to learn the subject knowledge?

2. Literature review
Central to this study is the impact of the implementation of coteaching on students’ language learning experience. Coteaching is conducted to encourage students to take active participation in their learning process by acting as coteachers in groups. Their involvement in teaching demonstrates how they work cooperatively within coteaching groups and foster a mutual relationship with the peer learners they teach. Learner autonomy is associated with the implementation of coteaching. Its key components relevant to this study are learner responsibility and interdependence. Both coteaching and learner autonomy are underpinned by the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) (Vygotsky 1978) whereby the process of preparing to coteach generates a linguistic distance between coteachers and peer learners, allowing peer teachers to play a guiding role in their peers’ learning.

2.1. Coteaching
Coteaching has been defined in the field of language learning with a number of different emphases. However, Murphy and Scantlebury’s (2010) definition is representative and relevant to the current study in particular. According to them, coteaching is when two or more teachers teach together and share responsibility for meeting the learners’ needs. They argue that coteaching includes two dimensions. First, coteachers work cooperatively while seeking to help students to learn. Second, the process of coteaching enables coteachers to learn from each other and share valuable ideas with each other. Effective coteaching depends upon a number of key elements, such as face-to-face interactions, positive interdependence, interpersonal skills, monitoring coteacher progress, and individual accountability (Villa, Thousand and Nevin 2008). Coteachers’ group solidarity is another essential element of
coteaching. According to Gallo-Fox (2010), it helps coteachers to come to an agreement about how they would conduct their coteaching practices in the classroom.

Research suggests that coteaching benefits both coteachers and learners. From coteachers’ perspectives, coteaching increases their subject knowledge and develops their teaching skills (Roth and Tobin 2005), encourages them to reflect on teaching (Murphy and Scantlebury 2010), enables them to share ideas and learn from each other (Tobin and Roth 2006) and develops mutual trust among coteachers over time (Honigsfeld and Dove 2010). Villa, Thousand and Nevin (2008) point out the benefits of coteaching for learners. They argue that coteaching enables learners to experience coteachers’ cooperative skills and may imitate them. Learners also enhance their subject knowledge when coteachers present knowledge and skills through different approaches.

Within this study and within the literature, coteaching led by students at the whole class level is operationalised in teaching groups. Students take turns, as a group, to teach the whole class. The rationale for this is to ensure that students cooperate with each other and support each other in the role of coteacher or peer learner. The studies by Assinder (1991) and Carpenter (1996) include the key features of coteaching within the context of language learning for European languages. Assinder (1991) involves 12 students in her project and concludes that coteaching experience helps students to have a more accurate and in-depth understanding of subject knowledge, increases their motivation and confidence and facilitates them taking greater responsibility for their own learning. Similarly, Carpenter (1996) in her case study of 60 students discovers that the intervention encourages students to take greater responsibility for their learning. She also points out that coteaching generates a strong group dynamic in the class. These studies reveal the benefits of coteaching in classroom settings and provide practical implications for the current study.

2.2. Learner autonomy
Learner autonomy has been researched in the field of language learning over the last few decades. Holec (1981, p.3) defines it as ‘the ability to take charge of one’s learning’. In the expansion of Holec’s definition, Little (1991) describes learner autonomy as learners’ capacity for detachment, critical reflection, decision-making and independent action. According to Little (2001), such capacity is displayed both in the way learners learn and in the way they transfer what has been learned to wide contexts. Taking responsible action on learning is likely to constitute positive evidence of autonomy (Benson 2001). Scharle and Szabo (2000) point out that the prerequisite for taking responsibility is learners’ awareness of the crucial impact of their own efforts on learning. In the expansion of Scharle and Szabo’s claim, Little (2003) clarifies how learners can strengthen such awareness. According to him, learner responsibility includes learners’ planning, implementation, evaluation and never-ending effort to understand why they learn, what they learn and how they learn. In terms of the benefits of taking responsibility for learning, Dam (1995) suggests that learners gain better learning outcomes when they are given a share of responsibility for planning and conducting learning activities.
Research suggests that learner autonomy is developed in a setting where learners are interdependent with others (Boud 1988; Kohonen 1992; Broady and Kenning 1996; Smith and Ushioda 2009). Little (2001) explains that learners are social beings and their independence is always balanced by dependence. Their essential learning condition is one of interdependence. Learners are interdependent not only with their peers but also with the classroom teacher (Dickinson 1987; Marshall 1996). In terms of the teacher’s role, the teacher must take on the role of facilitator (Scharle and Szabo 2000), help learners to specify clear objectives and, select and use appropriate materials (Dickinson 1987), provide learners opportunities to reflect on their learning process (Broady and Kenning 1996), get learners to accept responsibility for their learning (Little 2003) and ensure a healthy and safe learning environment in which learners gain the ability to become self-directed human beings capable of producing their own knowledge (Kincheloe 2008).

2.3. The Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD)

The ZPD symbolises individuals’ learning journeys. As Vygotsky (1978: 86) defines, the ZPD is ‘the distance between the actual developmental level as determined by independent problem-solving and the level of potential development as determined through problem-solving under adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers’. The definition shows that individuals are in process of maturation within the ZPD. The focus of the ZPD is the very process during which individuals’ development is generated. For Vygotsky, individuals’ developmental process is able to operate only when they are interacting with others and guided by others. Cole (1985: 155) argues that individuals’ development is a structure of joint activity in any context where they ‘exercise differential responsibility by virtue of differential expertise’. Others who are more capable play essential roles in helping individuals to progress. Such guidance is commonly regarded as mediation in literature. As Poehner and Lantolf (2010: 316) emphasise, mediation is a matter of offering assistance and it has to be appropriate. According to them, assistance should aim at helping ‘to move the individual toward independent, agentive performance and to be able to transfer what is appropriated in a given circumstance to future situations’.

The classroom has been considered a setting where mediated activities are designed to generate the ZPD (Wells 2000; Fani and Ghaemi 2011) and where students teach their peers and benefit from the teaching process in terms of increasing mutual understanding and respect (Jennings and Di 1996). The current coteaching approach ensures that both coteachers and peer learners cooperate with each other and help each other to learn. According to figure 1, the ZPD is integral to the current coteaching study. It elaborates the four stages of the process of the maturation of both coteachers and peer learners in terms of their language learning within the dynamic process of generating a ZPD. Coteachers are represented by the shaded faces while peer learners are represented by the white faces. Stage I is when all students, including both coteachers and peer learners are at the same level of Chinese. Stage II highlights the fact that coteachers need to consolidate their language competence before conducting peer teaching. This stage overlaps with the process of their preparation for coteaching. Stage III emphasises that the process of coteaching helps peer learners to reinforce their language level and narrow the gap between their level of Chinese and their
Co-teachers’ teaching activities are the mediation through which peer learners improve their language level. Stage IV shows that all students, including both co-teachers and peer learners, are at the same level of Chinese again after a coteaching session. These four stages together illustrate the continuous process of the implementation of coteaching in the current study.

3. Methodology
The approach taken is of a qualitative case-study to explore how students arranged themselves and their learning settings in the current coteaching context as part of a beginners’ Chinese course. The course in question took place at a School of Education in an Irish university for two hours per week for five weeks in 2011. Each lesson consisted of two sessions: 20% of students’ coteaching with the classroom teacher’s facilitation and 80% of the classroom teacher’s teaching. Sixteen adult students were divided into 5 coteaching groups of 3 or 4. All the groups conducted coteaching in the form of peer revision. Individual groups had to meet outside of the classroom in order to discuss their teaching content and teaching activities. The classroom teacher met each of the coteaching groups one day before their coteaching session to answer questions and ensure the quality of their teaching. The classroom teacher taught new content after each of the coteaching sessions. Towards the end of the course, students were expected to be able to: 1) Hold short conversations and, ask and answer simple questions; 2) Comprehend some sentence-length utterances in situations where the context aids understanding; 3) Recognise 12 to 15 Chinese characters and read simple conversations with help of Pinyin, or the phonetics of Mandarin Chinese; 4) Write 10 to 12 Chinese characters and simple conversations with help of Pinyin. All students were required to complete weekly language reflection journals and final group reports which recorded their learning experiences as both peer learners and coteachers. A total number of 64 weekly journals and 7 group reports were submitted in English. Both the journals and reports provided the data for this study. A thematic analysis was carried out to code and categorise all the data.

4. Data presentation
A great amount of feedback was relevant to answering the research questions which were raised in section 3. Two major themes were derived from the feedback. The group solidarity was represented at two levels: the solidarity as the whole class and the solidarity as the coteaching group. Students’ language learning included both peer learners’ learning and coteachers’ learning. Both the group solidarity and the language learning were explored to underpin the impact of coteaching on students’ learning.

4.1. Group solidarity
The first level of the group solidarity was referred to as the relationship between coteachers and the peer learners whom they taught. The group solidarity in the Chinese class encouraged students as coteachers to take the responsibility for peer learners’ learning. When they knew that they were going to teach their fellow peers, they felt they would have to master the teaching content. ‘Having to teach the material gives you an extra responsibility and I felt like I had to know the material well in order to teach my peers, therefore I made sure to know it...
very well!’ (Nora: week 2)¹. Peer learners were aware that they and coteachers belonged to the same class. As a result, they wanted coteachers to perform well and tried their best to help coteachers to deliver successful coteaching sessions by taking proactive participation in coteaching sessions. ‘To a huge extent, there was a sense of camaraderie in the [co]teaching scenario, as fellow student[s] one wished them to do well, supported them and the class as a whole, made an extra effort to listen/participate in their activities’ (Group 5). Peer learners’ proactive participation in coteaching sessions was also associated with their appreciation for coteachers’ hard work. They understood that coteachers had put a lot of effort into their preparation for coteaching. ‘We wanted to be “good students” for our fellow classmates who were teaching us. Since they had made the effort to come up with a plan for the lesson and made worksheets etc.’ (Group 4).

According to coteachers’ feedback, the positive relationship among coteachers within coteaching groups played important roles in helping them to conduct coteaching sessions and achieve teaching objectives. As they pointed out, the preparation for coteaching made them aware that they were all part of the coteaching groups and responsible to contribute to the group tasks. They worked together on their teaching plans and shared workload with each other in order to deliver successful coteaching sessions. ‘The fact that we were teaching in groups, we felt that we had a duty to the other three in our [co]teaching team to be well prepared. We had to know our topics very well in order to teach them, so it motivated us to work harder’ (Group 1).

These two levels of the group solidarity were complementary to each other and together helped students to participate in coteaching or being cotaught, and, at the same time, benefit from their involvement as both coteachers and peer learners. As students indicated, when they had opportunities to act as both coteachers and peer learners, they were unified as a team and created the wholeness of the class. The class was glued together and a team spirit was fostered. ‘We noticed that [coteaching] increased the sense of solidarity between learners and this was found to be motivating by everyone in the [class]’ (Group 2).

4.2. Language learning
As set out in section 3, students were required to achieve a certain level of Chinese as language learners. They pointed out in their reflective journals and final group reports that coteaching helped them to reinforce their knowledge of the Chinese language. The two factors which helped peer learners to increase their level of the Chinese language were coteachers’ teaching and peer learners’ own intention to study hard. Coteachers’ level of Chinese increased through their preparation of coteaching content. Despite the positive feedback, certain elements also had negative impact on the learning of both peer learners and coteachers.

Coteachers’ various teaching techniques helped peer learners to understand Chinese from different angles and in refreshing ways. According to peer learners, the variety of teaching techniques encouraged them to learn. ‘All the sessions were well-prepared and very varied in

¹ Students’ names in this paper are all pseudonyms.
their content and in the approaches of all the teachers. It was interesting to see all of the different personalities and techniques and learn in a different way from each person’ (Group 1). The fact that both coteachers and peer learners were classmates allowed coteachers to understand their peers’ needs easily. In this sense, coteachers were able to create the suitable teaching content, enjoyable class activities and positive classroom atmosphere.

‘For the most part the activities chosen by the coteachers were practical and well-focussed. As these exercises were designed by fellow learners, they seemed to suit our needs well in that they anticipated our difficulties and the likely gaps in our knowledge. Peer-led sessions also contained an element of novelty and fun’ (Group 2).

According to coteachers’ feedback, their participation for coteaching enhanced their knowledge level of the Chinese language. When they were aware that their contribution to coteaching would benefit their peers, they felt encouraged to learn. ‘Revising content for a specific purpose – in this case having to clearly articulate it for others – is a much more effective way of assimilating content than silently looking through notes without really feeling under pressure to properly use the content’ (Mona: week 3). Coteachers put a lot of effort into studying individual words, phrases and pronunciation outside of the classroom. As they recalled, these efforts helped them to master their teaching content. ‘Having us independently source the meaning of target vocabulary was motivating and was certainly engaging… The amount of time required to engage in this task helped us to retain the vocabulary afterwards’ (Group 2).

Despite coteachers’ capability to conduct coteaching, a few factors hindered peer learners’ learning. They consisted of coteachers’ teaching pace, teaching content and pronunciation competence. Some coteachers’ teaching went too fast for peer learners to follow. ‘I felt this week that the class moved too fast and we covered too many new things and didn't get to practise each of the new things enough’ (Kate: week 2). Occasionally coteachers introduced too much content in their teaching. ‘I found that having too much information in the one lesson hindered my learning as well as being very tired’ (Mathew: week 2). Coteachers’ pronunciation was also a hindrance to peer learners’ mastering correct sounds of words. ‘Pronunciation varied hugely from [co]teacher to [co]teacher and this hindered the learning of the tones, which are crucial to the Chinese language’ (Group 5). One negative impact aspect was that coteaching sessions distracted a few coteachers from participating in the main section of the Chinese class. Their minds were switched off for a while. ‘I found that my concentration for this lesson was focused mainly on the first part of the lesson when we were teaching. For the rest of the lesson I was not as focused or concentrated’ (Barry: week 2).

5. Discussion
As presented in section 4, central to the current study were two major themes: the group solidarity and language learning. These two themes were both developed out of this coteaching context. The interrelation between them generated coteachers’ maturation, peer learners’ maturation and the collective maturation of the whole class. The three types of
maturation were supported by the theory of the ZPD. During the process of creating the ZPD, the development of coteachers’ learner autonomy was evident.

5.1. The zone of proximal development (ZPD)

Coteachers’ maturation was referred to as the second stage of generating a ZPD in figure 1. It consisted of their independent learning, their coteaching group mates’ help and the teacher’s guidance. In this study, students were all beginners of Chinese and they were at a similar level of Chinese right after each Chinese lesson. In order to conduct coteaching, coteachers had to share ideas (Tobin and Roth 2006; Murphy and Scantlebury 2010) in order to ensure their individual accountability by enhancing their own knowledge of Chinese (Murphy and Scantlebury 2010). In the preparation for coteaching, they all worked with each other in groups of three or four in order to accomplish the unified teaching objectives (Gallo-Fox 2010). The process of preparation also responded to some of the key elements of Villa, Thousand and Nevin (2008), such as face-to-face interaction and positive interdependence. As stated in section 4.1, coteachers considered peer learners as their friends and wanted to help them to learn. This factor encouraged coteachers to master their own materials before teaching. Coteachers’ responsibility applied to both the whole Chinese class where they were teachers and the coteaching groups where they were in cooperation with their fellow coteachers. This showed that group solidarity was created by the implementation of coteaching and had positive impact on coteachers’ learning (Roth and Tobin 2005). However, the data, derived from the short course, did not explicitly demonstrate if coteachers developed their interpersonal skills and how they monitored their coteaching progress. Honigsfeld and Dove’s (2010) mutual trust among coteachers was not highlighted either.

As the third stage of figure 1 illustrates, peer learners improved their subject knowledge under the guidance of coteachers. Their maturation was generated through mediation of coteachers’ guidance. Their increased knowledge of Chinese responded to Villa, Thousand and Nevin’s (2008) claim that learners would benefit from coteaching as coteachers present knowledge and skills though different approaches. From peer learners’ perspectives, they considered themselves part of the Chinese class along with coteachers. They wanted coteachers to do well and gave them necessary support by taking active participation in learning. Peer learners’ support became part of the group solidarity which applied to the whole class cohort including both coteachers and peer learners. This finding responded to Jennings and Di’s (1996) finding that students benefited from teaching each other. There was a major difference between coteachers’ maturation and peer learners’ maturation. As discussed above, coteachers took the initiatives to generate their maturation. They were both knowledge receivers and producers. They had to enhance their knowledge level and help peer learners to learn. Unlike coteachers, peer learners acted as knowledge receivers. They generated their personal maturation under the guidance of coteachers. However, a commonality between coteachers and peer learners was that they all strengthened their knowledge level when they wanted to be supportive of each other in the classroom (Assinder 1991; Carpenter 1996).
All students were at a similar linguistic level right after each lesson (Level 1). As illustrated in figure 1, when coteachers generated a ZPD, they were a step ahead of peer learners in terms of linguistic competence. When peer learners generated a ZPD right after coteaching sessions, they improved their linguistic level (Level 2) as coteachers had done during stage II in figure 1. However, Level 1 and Level 2 were different. Level 1 was all students’ linguistic competence before their generation of a ZPD in figure 1. Level 2 was developed out of Level 1. The development from Level 1 to Level 2 demonstrated the distance by which the Chinese class as a whole progressed during each of the coteaching sessions. The progression of the whole class represented the collective maturation which was generated though the cooperation among all students acting in different roles in each of the coteaching sessions (Wells 2000; Fani and Ghaemi 2011). As a result, the coteaching context generated three types of maturation: the maturation of coteachers, the maturation of peer learners and the maturation of the whole class. The maturation of coteachers was the foundation for the maturation of peer learners. And the combination of these two types of maturation created the possibility for the maturation of the class as whole.

5.2. Learner autonomy as coteachers

As stated in section 2.2, autonomous learners need opportunities to take responsibility. As pointed out in section 4.2, in line with Carpenter (1996), these opportunities were created for both coteachers and peer learners in the current coteaching setting. Coteachers’ feedback comments were associated with the word ‘responsibility’ when they were aware of their roles as coteachers. Not only did they get themselves prepared in order to be able to help peer learners to enhance their knowledge of Chinese but they also contributed to the preparation for coteaching sessions (Dam 1995). As examined in section 2.2, taking responsibility for learning was a key component of learner autonomy. Coteachers’ autonomous actions were related to both their control over the learning process and their active involvement in learning. They understood that they needed to share the workload among themselves. As stated in section 4.1, coteachers took the responsibility for their peers’ learning by presenting good coteaching content. The fact that coteachers worked together and managed to teach their peers underpinned that they were self-regulated learners (Little 2003). This also proved that learners as coteachers were able to take responsibility for learning. Like coteachers, peer teachers also demonstrated that they were determined to take responsibility for the learning of others when they wanted to support coteachers’ teaching. However, compared with coteachers, peer learners did not provide a strong indication that they took initiatives to master the learning content.

Students’ responsible actions were generated in an interdependent learning environment. As presented in section 4.1, students in this study worked with each other within the class cohort as well as within coteaching groups. Peer learners’ knowledge was enhanced during coteaching sessions. In this sense, their progression was closely linked with and depended on coteachers’ teaching. Individual coteachers within a coteaching group shared their ideas and relied on each other’s contribution in order to achieve their teaching objectives. Within the class cohort, each coteaching group transmitted their teaching content to the rest of the class, i.e. peer learners. As a result, coteachers and peer learners formed the unity of the teaching
activities during the coteaching sessions. This mutual relationship between coteachers and peer learners within a class cohort as well as among coteachers within a coteaching group emphasised the social aspect of learning and created an interdependent learning context which was an essential component of developing learner autonomy, as stated in section 2.2. As stated in section 3, the teacher met individual coteaching groups before their teaching sessions and provided coteachers necessary facilitation and support during their preparation for coteaching. The teacher’s involvement confirmed the necessity of coteachers’ interdependence with the classroom teacher (Dickinson 1987; Marshal 1996; Broady and Kenning 1996; Scharle and Szabo 2000).

6. Conclusion
This study explored the impact of the implementation of coteaching on students’ learning in a beginners’ Chinese classroom. The ZPD underpinned the whole process of the implementation of coteaching. It included three types of maturation: coteachers’ maturation, peer learners’ maturation and the collective maturation of the whole class. The first two types of maturation were complimentary to each other and together formed the third type of maturation. The current coteaching approach allowed coteachers to help each other within coteaching groups and conduct interdependent learning which mediated themselves to learn. Coteachers’ design of various teaching techniques and teaching content mediated peer learners to learn. As a result, the coteaching approach mediated the whole Chinese class to learn. The results of this study also illustrated that this approach proved to be beneficial for students to learn Chinese. The development of learner autonomy was represented by the process during which students took responsibility for their own learning as well as the learning of others. Coteaching provided students opportunities to take such responsibility. The findings also suggested that students’ learning happened in a setting where they were interdependent with each other as well as with the classroom teacher.

This study was contextualised in this specific Chinese classroom. Students’ learning process was analysed through their reflective journals and final group reports. As a broad concept, active learning embraces a variety of teaching methods and techniques. This paper did not attempt to prioritise this coteaching approach or make any assumptions regarding readers’ teaching theories. However, the authors did hope that this research project may provide readers of similar or different academic backgrounds an overview of such a teaching practice and offer them an opportunity to compare this approach with the ways they teach.
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